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Inspired by nature, this collection brings the outdoors 
inside. Each rug design mimics the grain and color 
gradations of real wood—creating patterns that feel 
modern and abstract, yet as real as the maple tree 
outside. 

The designs are based on cross-sections of tree trunks 
and the bark of trees—some look as true to life as a 
photograph. But the texture and feel of these rugs, 
woven in wool, silk and allo, are luxurious and soft.

In keeping with the growing popularity of green 
products and services, we created this collection of 
rugs using natural fibers and hand knotted techniques. 
Each rug is created by hand, the wool hand-spun, dyed 
and woven by our artisans in India. So not only are the 
designs inspired by nature, they are also created by 
nature.

Sincerely, 

Beth Arrowood
CEO & Creative Director

Woodcollection

LOGGER, J and O Studio, Kimberly Gavin



 I PALO DURO  9’W X 12’ L I



 I PIEDMONT  8’W X 10’ L I



 I BARK  8’W X 10’ L I



 I ASPEN  8’W X 10’ L I



LOGGER, J and O Studio, Kimberly Gavin



 I THUNDER BASIN  8’W X 10’ L I



 I MOON LAKE  8’W X 10’ L I



 I CROOKED RIVER  8’W X 10’ L I



 I POINT REYES  8’W X 10’ L I



 I LOGGER  11’W X 16’6” L I

LOGGER, CBT, Anton Grassl



 I ABNEY PARK  8’W X 10’ L I



Every beautiful design can be 

customized to any size and color 

combination and is available in 

a wide variety of materials. Wool, 

silk, linen, hemp, allo, tencel, 

cotton, and more. All rugs are 

individually hand knotted and 

woven in Nepal and India.

 

NIBA Designs proudly wears the 

Goodweave Foundation Label, 

assuring the production of each 

rug is child-labor free, and that 

a portion of the proceeds pays 

for the education and care of 

thousands of children.

facebook.com/NIBADesigns

instagram.com/NIBADesigns

LOGGER, CBT, Anton Grassl



NIBADESIGNS.COM


